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Keys to Success 

--HA Officers-- 
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Stage Setting 

Listen to Pete Land, Citadel ’58: 

http://www.peteland.com/index.html  

•Click on link above (or cut & paste link 
in browser 

•Click on “Share to Succeed” icon 

 

 

Making Your Relief Better 
Video:  2 min, 13 sec 2 

http://www.peteland.com/index.html
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Purpose 

• Ensure effective leadership of SCCC during 

personnel transition 
 

• Provide overview of specific responsibilities 
 

• Share keys to success in successfully 

completing responsibilities 
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Corps Leading the Corps 

Focus:  Practical Tips 
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Responsibilities 
--HA OFFICER-- 

• Serving as company HA liaison 

• Assisting the BN HAO in the management 
of 

– HA education training 

– HA Campaigns 

– Improving SCCC Social/ Living Climate 

• Keep Commanders informed of the social 
climate within their commands 

Mission & People 
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Keys to Success 
--HA OFFICER-- 

• Set expectations for your team 

• Be visible 

• Communicate priorities & reinforce often  

• Prioritize & plan (push beyond today to tomorrow, 

this week, next week, next month) 

• Delegate but follow up (you can’t delegate 

responsibility) 

• Provide resource options, NOT solution 

 How I Did It, What I Learned 
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Keys to Success 
--HA OFFICER-- 

Now, let’s talk through a typical week… 

There honestly is not a typical week with this 

position.  

•Check on your knobs multiple times a week 

•Meet with your HA Team weekly 

•Meet with you Commander weekly 

•Update your HAO (BATT/REG) weekly 

How I Did It, What I Learned 
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Questions? 
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Practical Tips for Peer 

Leadership1 

1. A leader has a stake in preserving the institution’s legacy.  The tough part for a leader is that not all 
stuff touted as legacy is actually worthwhile legacy. Some bad traditions & processes often 
masquerade as good legacy. 

– PRACTICAL ADVICE:  Ask why do we do this? If the answer is “that’s the way we’ve always done it”—stop & 
challenge our assumptions 

 

2. A leader straps on the responsibility to be loyal to the institution.  Loyalty to the institution might 
sometimes be in conflict with loyalty to peers.  The dilemma can seem challenging. 

– PRACTICAL ADVICE:  If a peer has placed us in a dilemma where we can’t be loyal to both the institution and the 
peer, consider whose fault it is that we are faced with the dilemma 

 

3. A leader will be asked to accomplish way more than can be accomplished by one person. 
– PRACTICAL ADVICE:  Prioritize and delegate, sure, but also recognize we might have to consider not doing it all 

(not stated, but a good idea to tell the boss what we can’t get done) 
 

4. A leader is visible all of the time, living in a glass house.  Keep in mind the audience is a big one and 
ever present. 

– PRACTICAL ADVICE:  Don’t look at the glass house as something negative; the glass house effect is actually a 
huge advantage that gives us the opportunity to reinforce the good stuff all the time 

 

5. A leader might need to implement a policy from above that is unpopular.  It can seem a challenge to 
“own” the decision. 

– PRACTICAL ADVICE:  If this seems hard, consider how we would want our subordinates to act on our decisions 
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1 From remarks delivered by Mr Russ Keller – local businessman, retired Navy Captain, and former USNA Brigade Commander (class 
of 1979) – on April 2, 2013. 


